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 New Veterinary Hospital, Huddersfield 

 
An existing West Yorkshire based client with a network of veterinary practices throughout the county asked 
ACC Flooring to provide flooring solutions to their ambitious new veterinary hospital in Huddersfield. 
 
Initially, we were asked to look at product options to two Dog Kennel areas and an Isolation Unit which were 
to be situated on the Ground Floor. The smaller of the two Dog Kennels was to have kennel crates fitted on 
two plinths whilst the larger area required protection not just to the floor area but also to the dividing walls 
to eliminate any scratches from claws. 
 
Having worked for the client in the past and with our previous experience with the RSPCA on a number of 
sites, we recommended a FeRFA type 8 heavy duty polyurethane screed to the floor areas with a 
polyurethane render finished with a polyurethane grout to both coving and walls. 
 
The client had at the design stage considered installing vinyl or soft flooring to the busy traffic areas to the 
Ground Floor. We put forward a FeRFA type 4 decorative flake system as an alternative which would give a 
stunning visual appearance. 
 
As the new build progressed the client asked if we would quote for the screeding work not only to the 
Ground Floor but also to the Basement and First Floor levels. We endorsed two product options but due to 
cure timescales and pressure from the client to meet the completion date and with other trades needing 
access to all areas, we were left with just the one option. That was to pump 60m³ of Marshalls Premier 
Mortars and Screeds Cemfloor screed. 
 
The decorative flake system was installed to the Lobby, Reception, Impatient Room, Waiting Area and six 
Consulting Rooms in addition to two staircases and landings. The polyurethane render and coloured grout 
completed the installation to the coving detail which amounted to in excess of 160 linear metres. To finish 
both staircases a black nosing was fitted to all the treads. 
 
The anticipated life expectancy of this product is 8 years and is perfect for atria, receptions areas, corridors, 
walkways and communal areas and provides an eye catching, aesthetically pleasing appearance. 
 
The client was thrilled with the installation and the hospital opened early August 2019 as scheduled. 

Project Type:  

Commercial      

Installation Type:  

Heavy Duty Polyurethane Screed 

Finish Type:  

FeRFA Type 8 + 4 

 


